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Nucor Building Systems proudly offers the very best in metal roofing panels. Our mechanically seamed
panels require a roof-seaming machine that has been tested and certified to provide an aesthetically
appealing and mechanically correct seam based on our required specifications. That is why we partnered
with D.I. Roof Seamers, a company that has designed, manufactured, and provided roof seamers, made
in the USA, since 1989.
Working in conjunction with NBS, D.I. developed a website that makes renting equipment simple and
efficient. By visiting nucor.diroofseamers.com, you can order roof seamers, view instructional videos, and
download field guides for the Nucor CFR™, Nucor VR16 II™ and AWIP SR2 roof panels. Daily rental pricing
for seamers rented through this website will be as follows:
United States
• Standard Roof Seamer rentals
(3 & 4 Station Seamers) cost
$45/day plus freight
• Bi-Directional 5 Station Seamer
rentals cost $60/day plus freight
• Standard hand crimpers cost $4/day
Canada
• Standard Roof Seamer rentals
(3 & 4 Station Seamers) cost
$60 CAD/day plus freight
• Bi-Directional 5 Station Seamer
rentals cost $80 CAD/day plus freight
• Standard hand crimpers cost
$5 CAD/day
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These standard roof seamers are capable of working with all Nucor Building Systems’ mechanically
seamed roof panels listed above, to form both 90° and 180° seamed profiles.
In addition to roof seamers, D.I. offers a full line of hand tools and ancillary products, including:
•
•
•

90° Hand Crimpers for panel installation and to prepare the panel for the roof seamer
180° Hand Crimpers for specific panel seams
Locking Clamps for use during panel installation (purchase only)

Nucor Building Systems is committed to ongoing improvements in all aspects of our business. Your input
and comments are always appreciated. If you have questions regarding this or any other area of our
business, please contact your District Sales Manager or Project Coordinator.

